
A partnership  
built to last
Quality devices, passion, and a track 
record of industry firsts. You’re in safe 
hands, with Dynabook

Introducing the  
Portégé X30W
When it comes to technology, every device purchase is a 
promise. You need to be able to rely on its performance, 
security and flexibility – particularly as employees are 
increasingly working across networks and locations.

Our laptops are intelligently designed with smart features, 
providing flexibility and using advanced computing to 
unlock business success.

So, let’s introduce you  
to one of them
Meet the Portégé X30W – the 2-in-1 companion 
device that lets you connect and create and is  
made for truly modern working.

Prepare yourself for the Portégé X30W, a device that’s 
ready to connect, create and tear through every task. 

Slim and weighing in at just 989 grams, this is the world’s 
lightest 13" convertible with 11th Gen Intel processors.  
It’s engineered to exceed Intel®’s Evo™ classification and 
poised for performance and portability – the perfect 
companion for the busy worker and our ‘always on’ reality. 

After all, today’s working world means you need a reliable 
sidekick – and the Portégé X30W stands ready. 

Windows 10 Pro powers the world’s largest selection of business  
devices from leading manufacturers, creating a wide spectrum of  
devices that can meet the most exacting standards of performance, 
security, design and experiences.

Take the lead with Windows 10 Pro devices.



Our guarantee
We have absolute confidence in our laptops.  
And when you buy them, we want you to be 
confident too. That’s why we’re making a reliability 
guarantee to all our customers – a promise that our 
products won’t let you down. If it breaks, you’ll get  
a free repair and your money back: 

uk.dynabook.com/generic/reliability

Poised to perform
Lightning responsiveness, beyond all-day battery life, 
super-fast charging, reliable Instant Wake and a versatile 
design – all come together to support how you produce, 
create and collaborate.

Its extra-long 16-hour battery life means you don’t have 
to worry about finding a plug on the move, but if you are 
caught short, take a coffee break – the X30W’s quick 
charge function will get your battery back up to 40% in 
just 30 minutes.

Our most powerful device to date is equipped with a full 
power (28W) 11th Generation Intel© Core™ i5 or i7 processor, 
offering faster performance and enhanced efficiency 
thanks to all-new CPU architecture. And the Portégé X30W 
comes with optional LTE for 4G connectivity if you can’t 
access Wi-Fi while working remotely.

Plus, it’s tough inside and out, with password-free login 
and enterprise-grade encryption, all wrapped in a 
robust, flexible magnesium chassis. Each device is 
subject to rigorous, military-standard testing to 
withstand bumps and drops and comes with a  
Corning® Gorilla® Glass NBT™ screen. 

Find out more
For more about the Portégé X30W  
and other Dynabook devices in the range,  
visit uk.dynabook.com/laptops/portege

Find out more

Created to connect
Curate, present ideas and connect with 
colleagues from laptop or tablet – the 
Portégé X30W’s 2-in-1 design gives you  
the best of both. High-speed connectivity, 
premium acoustics, noise-cancelling 
microphones and a bright IGZO screen 
deliver a premium AV experience and allow 
you to seamlessly collaborate. Its webcam 
presents you to your colleagues in equally 
vivid detail. You’ll be heard – and seen 
– loud and clear. 

Take the lead with Windows 10 Pro devices.

Windows 10 Pro powers the world’s largest selection of business  
devices from leading manufacturers, creating a wide spectrum of  
devices that can meet the most exacting standards of performance, 
security, design and experiences.
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